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A travel to Rajasthan is a package of countless royal temptations that offers fascinating travel
circuits in all around. It depicts you splendid beauty and varieties of Rajasthan to savor. It is a state
of affluent history which gives you a stimulating royal experience. It has loads of tourist attractions to
explore which are simply amazingly delightful to see. The heritage royalty of this region is the
pageant of this land. Right from colourful festivals, energetic bazaars, fortifications and structure to
wildlife, the vibrant terrain offers you in plenty.

If you are a first time visitor, you must have several insights of major destination in Rajasthan as
listed below:

Camel Safari â€“ Camel Safari is the best way to explore beauty of deserted surface of this state.
Riding on camel is an exciting experience to discover a vibrantly colourful desert and warm
hospitality. The region of Bikaner, Khimsar, Osian and Jaisalmer are the main homelands of sand
dunes. Also known as â€œVessel of the Desertâ€•, it is mainly used to transfer people from one corner to
another. While sitting on the back of camel, you can discover traditional rural lifestyle.

Pushkar Fair â€“ The vibrant and lively festivals of Rajasthan are the true depiction of glorious tradition
and culture. It is the best time to reveal plenty of enchanting savours of this place with tour to
Rajasthan. One of the biggest religious events of this region is Pushkar Fair which is also known as
cattle fair. A large number of camels are brought here for long procession.

Forts & Palaces of Rajasthan â€“ The colourful Rajasthan is known for its heritage sites and buildings.
It is considered as a hidden treasure of well-known interesting attractions of this tour. For example:
Hawa Mahal in Jaipur, Jantar Mantar in Jaipur, sand dunes of Jaisalmer, picturesque lakes of
Udaipur etc.

Luxury train travel 	

Palace on wheels is the most luxurious way to experience traditional imperial lifestyle of bygone
rulers and Rajputs which they have marked for today. This train covers major destinations of this
territory. It starts and departs at a predetermined time. Right from its interiors to cuisine, it depicts
pure royal savour to the visitors which can be gained through a Rajasthan holidays trip.

A glimpse of Wildlife

The adventure of wildlife is also an integral part of this area. The exotic animals, birds and other
species make this place one of the fascinating thrilling travel destinations in India.
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holiday packages with a Goa holiday packages & a Kerala holidays for your beautiful vacation in
India.
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